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ProSIP  Network Health Check
7-day performance analysis of your network

ProSIP® Network Health Check is a 7-day analysis of your network
that can determine how your network is performing,
what it's being used for and if it's VoIP Ready.
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Today’s most successful businesses rely on their network for critical business operations. When your network isn’t 
performing, your business isn’t either. Staying competitive requires monitoring and responding rapidly to changes on your 
network – and VoIP call quality is directly impacted by the performance of your network.

Bandwidth - Is your ISP delivering what you pay for?

Today’s Internet speed tests claim to represent your ISP’s performance - they don’t. Without constant monitoring, your 
ISP may have the single largest impact on your business operations. Would’t you love to know that your ISP is delivering 
what you pay for 24/7?

Capacity - Do you know what is 
streaming over your network?

With the rise in social networking and 
streaming content, VoIP call quality is 
under attack from all directions and 
network congestion is the top cause 
for poor call quality. Streaming 
content from sites like Facebook, 
YouTube or Netflix is not only 
impacting productivity, it's
likely impacting your teams ability to 
communicate effectively.

Performance - Is your network
VoIP Ready?

Mobile devices in your business create 
new and unexpected demands on 
your network. A single iPhone 
accessing iTunes can have a dramatic 
impact on VoIP call quality.

ProSIP® Network Health Check  - Network Performance Analysis

The ProSIP® Network Health Check delivers an on-site network performance analysis, during which the ProSIP® team 
working with your team, deploys the ProSIP® monitoring solution. Over the course of 7 days, network performance data is 
collected and reviewed by the ProSIP® team. A performance improvement plan based on the results is presented to your 
team. ProSIP® NHC provides insight into how your network is performing and helps you prepare for major service 
deployments, like VoIP.

ProSIP® Total Assurance Monitoring - 24/7 Performance Monitoring

The ProSIP® Total Assurance Monitoring solution provides 24/7 performance monitoring of your network. ProSIP® TAM 
provides detailed insight into how your network is used by your team – which devices are using the most bandwidth, 
accessing social media, streaming content and much more. ProSIP® TAM includes customizable alerts for changes to 
network traffic and a monthly analysis and performance report by a certified ProSIP Network Engineer.

ProSIP® network traffic analysis and monitoring services provide unparalleled insight into how your is network performing 
and being used.
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